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TODAY’S SCHEDULE

LEGENDS vs ALL STARS - 10:00AM
WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL - 12:00PM

MEN’S INTERNATIONAL - 2:30PM
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Greetings and a warm welcome one and all to the 14th
ANZAC friendship match. 

This year we’re once again here in Saigon at RMIT
University, due to the change in ownership and
subsequent issues at our spiritual home in Vung Tau.
While disappointing not to be at the dogtrack, we hope to
put on a great day for all spectators, visitors and players
whether from Vietnam or traveling from further afield,
which, of course, may only to be rivaled by the post
match evening event! Though we’re not in our spiritual
home we also still look forward to supporting charities
and long held relationships in the area with player and
visitor support.

Today we remember and thank those that established
the foothold of Australian Football in Vietnam back in the
late 60’s, as is tradition we will open up with the legends
game and welcome some visitors from the Gold Coast as
well as Dave McMillan and family back to Saigon all taking
the field supported by other old hands from Saigon and
members of the extended Swannies squad!

The 2024 season marks another busy year for the Swans
with Anzac Day and ICC in Siem Reap being highlights of
the pre-summer break! 

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
The Vietnam Swans
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We began the year with a resounding men’s team win
against a traveling Malaysia Warriors men’s team in
Saigon and are looking forward to traveling to Siem Reap
to defend both men’s and women’s ICC crowns on May
18th. Post summer break we will welcome long time
friends and competitors Singapore Wombats on August
3rd in Saigon before traveling to Pattaya Thailand at the
end of the month to once again contest with Asia's best.
The Swannies ladies will look to match last year's amazing
Champs win and the men will look to make the elusive
step up to finals contenders!

We continue to roll out our Vietkick programs in both
Hanoi and Saigon, and have reinvigorated the Koto
relationship in the nations capital. These programs
provide those between the ages of 4 and 16 the
opportunity to get a taste of footie and the opportunity
for them to learn and develop new skills, meet new
friends and fall in love with the game (as so many of us
have) from right here in Vietnam. 

Today we welcome the Hong Kong dragons, with the
Ladies getting us started with a high noon ball up. This
will be a tough test for the reigning Ladies champs as
Hong Kong look to re-establish themselves as contenders
in the Asian footy landscape! Following this we have the
men’s game as our headliner. 
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These two teams previously faced off in the 2023 opener
in Saigon, since this clash the Dragons have been gaining
strength and reloading their playing stock looking to get
back to the pinnacle of their pre-covid!

Thanks goes out to all the coaches and organizers on
both sides who have assembled the squads for today's
fixtures! There’s a lot of work that goes on behind the
scenes and I would also like to thank all the volunteers
who have worked incredibly hard to make today happen. 

Finally, a massive thanks to all of our sponsors for the
2024 season without who we would not be able to put on
events such as this and keep supporting the wider
community here in Vietnam!

Having said that, kick back, relax take in the stories from
the stands and have a great day here in Saigon!

HONK HONK! 

Matt Barton
The Vietnam Swans Club President
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As the Dragons head to Vietnam for the second year in a
row, I’d like to take this opportunity to formally thank our
hosts, the Vietnam Swans. Last year, our returning HK
tourists spoke glowingly about the tour experience both on
and off the field (incredible hospitality) – and this goodwill
and feedback has resulted in an expanded touring party this
year of nearly 40 players, parents, and support staff heading
to HCMC. A big thank you to the Swans for being such
wonderful hosts and we hope we can reciprocate the
hosting duties one year in the future.

To our club members, players & supporters, safe travels and
enjoy the weekend. Most notably, to our first-time Dragons
representatives & tourists – of which there are many – have
a wonderful time abroad. Touring is one of the preeminent
activities an expat can do whilst living in Asia and this tour is
a perfect entrée for the main AFL Asia Championships in
Thailand last year.

To the broader group, we are a club of very few rules
however our principles have stood the test of time. We are
two teams on tour but we tour & travel as one Club. As we
say, many hounds (& houndettes) make light work, so please
assist if and where needed. Most importantly look after your
teammates on and off the field and be sure to represent the
Club with aplomb.

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Hong Kong Dragons
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All tours are great, but this holds special importance,
with one of our own (William Sandman) now one of
Swan's own. And one of Swan’s own (Vaughan Swart),
now one of our own. With another one of our own soon-
to-be one of your own (Brianna Nation) ☹ !! May the two
Clubs have a strong ongoing relationship well into the
future.

Last but not least a quick plug and thank you to our club
partners, to our Major Sponsor (Oreana Financial
Services) and our Supporting Sponsors (Odin Mortgage,
OFX, Wine Brothers and Bobby’s Rabble). You are the
lifeblood of our community sporting organization and we
couldn’t tour without you.

Best of luck to both Clubs on the field this weekend, and
I’m looking forward to hearing all about the activities off-
field upon the Dragon's safe return to the 852.
 
Jake ‘Sloth’ McCauley
Hong Kong Dragons Club President
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As with most clubs, we have had some departures and
changes both on field and off field with myself having to
step in some very big shoes and coach the men’s team in
season 2024.

What doesn’t change is the belief within the playing
group. We’ve had some key players that have left or will
leave halfway through the year but we have gained some
capable players that will keep us competitive in division 1
and hopefully we take that next step once Asian Champs
rolls through.

Our season last year was quite similar to the one before.
We had a strong win-loss record only losing games to
Indonesia and PNG who again got the better of us by less
than a kick to make the Div 1 Grand Final. We finished the
year off on a high by taking out the ICC which we hosted
here in Saigon. We were undefeated throughout the
tournament and ended up knocking off Cambodia in a
hard fought Grand Final.

MEN’S INTERNATIONAL
Vietnam Swans
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Today we play host and welcome the Hong Kong
Dragons. We’re grateful to be sharing the field with you
for one of the biggest days on our footy calendar and
hoping to all those that come to support that we give you
a good contest.

It will be a different squad that they brought over last
time when we played them 12 months ago, but we
welcome the challenge and we know it’s going to be an
ultra competitive match and once that siren goes, no
doubt there will be some sore bodies. How good’s footy!

Ryan Tishler
Vietnam Swans Men’s Coach 
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PLAYER PROFILES
Vietnam Swans - Men’s

Will “Enter” Sandman: American, but that’s okay. Has
elite foot skills and will come in handy when playing
around the goals. Ever the salesman he’ll no doubt be
selling a few candies on the field, both on the left side
and right side.

Paul “Paul” Villanova: Known around the club as ‘Paul’.
Paul will be one of the big targets down in the forward
line. With his massive reach, Paul is hard to defend when
he gets those arms up at its highest point. 

Cameron “Burger” King: Has a thirst for bags but it
depends on what mindset he is in on game day. When
he’s on, he’s on and will be looking to rack them up early
on the scoreboard if we’re ever a chance of coming away
with the win at the end of the day.

Wayne “Vince” McMahon: Loves an injury. Finds himself
in the same position as last year with a fitness test to
determine if he takes the field. An important player for us
and will need his pace and footy smarts around our talls
in the forward line.
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Spencer “Forest” Whitaker: Reliable. Can pop him
anywhere on the field and will never let you down. Played
mostly forward against Malaysia and was rewarded with
three goals through his hard work.

Cam “Ron Weasley” Pirret: Another one that you can
play anywhere and he’ll run all day. Smart footballer that
will get in good spots if playing forward and is an
accurate kick for goal.

Jed “The Force is Strong in this One” Woodger: Unit. The
big fella’s first game with the Swannies against Malaysia
he really made his presence known providing a target
around the ground and in the forward line. Will keep
contesting all day.

Jono “Mmmk” Mackay: Was a ruckman but maybe too
short to play there now. Valuable player to this team and
won’t matter where he plays as he will perform like he
always has.

Ryan “Javier Peña” Tishler: Plodder. Way past his prime
that should have given it up years ago.

Sean “Bagels” Milner: Consistent footballer with a deadly
left foot. Always says he’s not fit but will spend majority
of minutes in the midfield. Could also sneak down the
forward line and jag a couple.
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Nath “Mild-Mannered” Milner: Can sometimes be
competitive and always respects the umpire’s decisions.
Has great closing speed and will provide rebounds from
the defensive 50. Can always count on Nato to have a big
game.

Joe “Cuddles” Cuddihy: Less than 12 months ago he
played his first game against Cambodia without ever
picking up a Sherrin before and ended up taking out the
BOG honours. Has come a long way since then and will be
looking to have a big game here.

James “David” Teague: Loves a bit of a whinge and a nap
off the field and has four cats that occupy most of his
time but when he is available to play he gives us speed
and drive from the back half. Something that will be
needed on a ground like this.

Vinh “Diesel” Le: The biggest baby cows in Asia. Vinh
Diesel is like family to us here at the Swannies. A selfless
player that not only gives us everything on the field but
off the field as well.

Matt “Churchill” Barton: The Prez. The wall down in the
backline that will wear his opponent like a glove all day.
Rarely gets beaten in 1-on-1s and will run all day. 
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Tim “Mr. Incredible” Pickert: The main man has returned
to the field and has committed himself for the season.
Showed encouraging signs in his first full game in years
against Malaysia taking strong intercept marks, winning
some key 1-on-1s and rebounding from the D50. We’re all
excited that he’s back playing.

Hung “Over” Pham: One of the new players to the club
who showed promising signs in his first game for the club.
Is an in and under player and will be very important for
us this year around the stoppages. Will get better as the
year progresses.

Pete “Commas are Overrated” Mac: Goal sneak that
loves kicking the first goal of the match. Is an endurance
runner so we can count on him to run all day. Crumbing
the ball off the talls is what he’ll be doing and hopefully
he can kick a few.

Jakob “Silverfox” Medlin: Our most improved player
from last year. Only really played the game for about a
year but he has picked it up so quickly and that’s because
of his dedication to learn and improve his game and
because of that he has become a solid defender for us.
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Alan “Max” Power: Great to have Alan back in the line up.
One of our most important and consistent players
throughout last year. Will provide that outside run and
use his speed to cut up the opposition. May kick a goal or
two.

Pat “Tadhg” Kennelly: First game against Malaysia he
told us he was mainly a backman but somehow found his
way down forward and bobbed up and kicked two
important goals. As a crumbing forward he got to the
right spots. A repeat of that would be nice.

James “BnF” Bairstow: One of the more experienced
Swannies who will be happy to play anywhere on the day,
besides the ruck. Might need him to play the majority of
the game in the ruck though.

Billy “Katter” Crang: A happy go lucky kind of guy, old
Billy is. If his body holds up, he’s an absolute warrior on
the field. Loves a contest and is a competitive beast.
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Emergencies

Warner “Davey” McMahon: His favourite player was the
Tiprat and models his game on him. A smart forward who
will make the most of his opportunities in front of goal.

James “Boss Baby” Symons: Little nuggety fella that will
spend a bit time up forward and rotate through the
middle to provide that much needed grunt around the
ball.

Brady “Bunch” Miell: One of the new guys, Brady comes
to Vietnam after having experience playing with the
North London Lions. He’s a running defender who
showed a bit playing his first game with us against
Malaysia. 
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Twelve months ago, the Swans hosted the HK Dragons
for our first non-champs tour post-COVID, and it was
unanimously recognised as one of the greats with
fantastic hosts. Twelve months on, we are very grateful
to be invited back again, particularly for the Anzac
Weekend and to participate in such an important day for
the Australian community.

On-field last year was a great contest, and while the game
balanced out a bit in the second half (with immense help
from some of the Viet fellas pulling on a Dragons jersey),
the Swans took the chocolates and were a balanced, well-
trained, and commendable team. Most importantly, the
game was played with great energy, contest, and respect
from both sides - a huge credit to the Swans community
for their hospitality.

On the field this year, the Dragons have had a higher
cadence of training and are looking forward to the first
tour of the year and another great game with the Swans.
There will be familiar faces as well as new ones, and it
promises to be a great contest on the lush RMIT park.
With a few contests already under their belts this year,
the boys are pumped for a full game on turf (a rarity in
Hong Kong) on a special day.

MEN’S INTERNATIONAL
Hong Kong Dragons
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We are extremely grateful to have been invited to Saigon
for the ANZAC game this year and enjoy our friendship
with the Vietnam Swans. At the post-game event last
year, both teams mingled as one into the evening,
evidence of the great relationship and respect between
both clubs. 

For majority of us as Aussie expats, it is important for all
to pause and reflect on these important occasions being
away from home and be grateful for those that sacrificed
for our livelihood and freedom today. Playing footy on
Anzac Day is a steeped tradition over the last 30 years,
and is a unique footy day to do your usual footy prep
routine for match day, but also find your own way to
pause, reflect, and acknowledge. 

Lest We Forget, and wishing everyone a fantastic day.

James Storey 
Hong Kong Dragons AFL Men’s Coach
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PLAYER PROFILES
Hong Kong Dragons - Men’s

Simon Breheny: New arrival in HK for 2024 comes with a
solid tank to run all day on the flanks and wings. Trains
with a bumbag, so says a lot about the guy.

Benjamin ‘Dicko’ Dixon: A Club stalwart and coach of the
women’s team, Dicko brings deep Asia footy experience
and is a safe pair of hands across the ground.

Cameron ‘Cam’ Flinn: Recently hit the big 1 8, and first
tour…I’ll leave it there. And a more than handy wingman
ready for a big tour debut.

Thonhmy ‘Cambodian Cannonball’ Giang: Has taken the
game up with aplomb the past few years, despite the
coach constantly mispronouncing his name.

Brad Hughes: Expect ‘Genius’ to bring his Pendlebury-like
poise across the ground, and lead the brigade into the
PM.

Benjamin ‘Ben’ Inglis: Also new to the club last couple
years, brings a solid contest and bants off the ground.

Trevor ‘Chopper’ Inglis: A veteran of the Dragons and
reliable utility over the years, expect Chop to shine
through with his Asia footy experience.
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Nicholas ‘Nick’ Killham: New to footy, you’d think he’d
been playing for years - Surname gives a hint to what
he’ll bring on game day. Good luck to who’s matched up
on him.

John ‘Laneo’ Lane: The big fella has had great success
across tours over the years, and is chomping at the bit to
add to his tally this tour.

Dianyu ‘Whiskers’ Lin: Whiskers is a stalwart of China and
Hong Kong footy, well known across AFLAsia community,
can’t wait to see him breaking packs all day.

Kaiori ‘Kai’ McGuinniety: The athletic utility has adapted
to AFL seamlessly, and gives us all an opportunity to
reminisce about the childhood Nickelodeon show “Hey
Arnold”

Brandon ‘Brando’ Murphy: Marlon has developed into a
highly skilled and crafty forward and doesn’t mind a goal
at all - expect a bit Tour debut.

Simon Murphy: Murphy Snr has been a huge addition to
the Club on-field this year, and leads the way in tackling
and pressure for the younger comrades.

Jordan ‘Colonel’ Sanders: An apt nickname for the Club
Captain on the day for the Diggers. Expect Jordy to be at
the coalface all day, then don his Versace loafers in the
PM. 24



Alex Suter: Another great team-man, Sutes will present
and contest all day long, a selfless teammate and reliable
set shot in front of the sticks.

Sam ‘Sauce’ Agars: Decorated HK Dragons veteran, the
big Sauce is all systems go for this one, and ready to
break most body systems once post-game itinerary kicks
into action.

Ollie Burton: The guy was walking past training 4 weeks
ago and asked “What are you guys playing?” - now he’s
touring. What a superstar! Go well, lad.

Vaughan Swart: The flying V is well known to Dragons and
Swans alike, cannot wait to see the big fella bring his
gusto and presence across the day.

Evangelos ‘Ange the Greek God’ Tsibogiannis: Another
club veteran who has recently returned to the 852,
expect the silky skills to come into effect from the first
bounce.

Dom Silva: If we can get ‘Dominator’ out of Bui Vien at a
respectable hour Friday night, expect him to bring plenty
of contest during the day…and continue to dominate
post-game.
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APRIL International
“APRIL at your side worldwide for over 40 years”

The most flexible solutions adapted to your situation
All your digital services available on the #1 app on the
market
24/7 worldwide expert support for your medical journey

Insurance for everyone, 100% online: Expatriates, students,
frequent travellers, au pairs and companies - We offer

insurance to anyone who travels abroad! From registration
to reimbursement, we make it easy for you to take care of

your health needs anywhere in the world!

Vietnam Swans Affinity Group Discount! 
15% discount on new April policies and policy renewals

Please contact Addison Seymour:
addison.seymour@asiasummitconsulting



After 5 months with no competitive games our ladies
return to action! The girls will be looking to kick the year off
on a positive note, just as we did 12 months prior against
Singapore.

Last year a new-look Lady Swans team took to the field for
ANZAC day where over half the team had never played a
game of footy before. Now, with many of those players
having multiple games under their belt I'm excited to see
what they can do against a strong travelling Hong Kong
squad.

This year our team will be once again guided by our
fearless captain, Katie Quinn, whilst we also welcome some
debutants to the team. Playing their first game for the
Swannies will be Rebecca Williams, Charlotte Longe, Do
Hai Yen, Olivia Maciaszek and Sarah Everard.
Congratulations and good luck to these girls!

It goes without saying, our women's team had a very
successful year in 2023. But with those achievements now
comes the added pressure of expectation. I know our
ladies have what it takes to win some more trophies this
year, and with some changes to the playing group it'll be on
our leadership group and experienced players to guide our
team to success in 2024.

WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL
Vietnam Swans
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Everyone on this team is going to contribute this year
and if we can continue our pressure, hard-running and
fierce competitiveness I have no doubt that there will be
more success on the horizon.

The Lady Swans are ALL-IN for season 2024!

Wayne McMahon
Vietnam Swans Ladies Coach
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PLAYER PROFILES
Vietnam Swans - Women’s

Kathleen Quinn ©: Katie 'Can't believe her real name is
actually Kathleen' Quinn will lead the girls out and will do
so in her usual aggressive, loud and inspirational manner.
Some more forward time should see her bag some goals.

Amy Banville: Amy 'Bantz' Banville burst onto the scene
at Asian Champs and will once again be a goal threat in
our forward line. Rumor has it she still feels robbed that
Niamh stole her goal at Champs so watch for her to be
keen to get on the goalkickers list on Saturday.

Aoife Brody: Aoife 'Ball-Magnet' Brody was our 2023 BnF
winner and I have no doubt that we'll see more of the
same from her in 2024. Known for helping drive the ball
out of the middle while also getting on the scoresheet,
I'm excited to see what she brings against Hong Kong.

Charlotte Longe: Charlotte 'I just wanna know how to kick
it' Longe brings added ruck support our team that will be
missing All-Asian ruckman Lucy O'Rourke. I can confirm
she knows how to kick it now!
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Courtney McCrea: Courtney 'See you at Crazy Night later'
McCrea has been a regular at training all year which will
prove dividends. She'll be part of a strong backline and
will not back down from any challenge. In fact she'll even
be saying, "I want it that way!"

Do Hai Yen: Yen is another debutant in this team coming
down from Hanoi. New to the game but her attendance
and willingness to learn at training has been exceptional.

Eimear Grealy: Eimear 'Please don't put me on the wing'
Grealy will play an important role for us… on the wing.
With Alana out of the team look to see Eimear continue
her great performance there from ICC.

Evrena Everard: Ev 'Tough-Nut' Everard is our midfield
maestro and always the first one putting her head down
to win a difficult ball. I'm looking forward to seeing her
link up with her sister for the first time on a footy field!

Jennifer Murphy: Jen 'I left High Tide just to be here'
Murphy will line-up in her usual position on the wing.
She's been incredibly consistent for us there, constantly
intercepting the other team's defensive exits.
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The Republic, in the heart of Tay Ho, Hanoi, situated
lakeside, our sports bar and restaurant views provide the
perfect backdrop for a delicious meal, whether you're in

the mood for a juicy burger or fresh seafood. 

With multiple screens showing all the live sports action, you
won't miss a single moment of your favorite game. But the fun
doesn't stop there - we also host live music events and other
special occasions, making us the perfect destination for any

celebration. With a lively and welcoming atmosphere, you're sure
to have a great time no matter the occasion.

Proud sponsors of The Vietnam Swans!



Krista Bernard: Krista 'Please put me on the wing'
Bernard will be a key part of a somewhat new-look
backline. After the departures of Rhi and Molly last year,
Krista's experience and cool-head will be vital for our
back 4 (don't worry I promise you'll get some wing time
too!)

Mary Eviston: Mary 'Unreal' Eviston has been a strong
leader for our team for the past 12 months and a great
attacking option out of the backline. It'll be the 2nd last
time she plays in a Swannies jumper so expect her to be
full of energy.

Niamh Keating: Niamh 'That's Gasssssss' Keating will
have the added responsibility of extra ruck duties this
weekend. After her heroics at Asian Champs she'll be
running on pure adrenaline and positive vibes all day!

Nguyen Thi Xuan Thuy: Lucy 'AFL Asia poster-girl'
Nguyen recently went viral on Facebook with the article
about her amazing contributions to the Vietnam Swans.
However, I don't expect her to play any different, with
her wealth of experience being vital to our back 4.

Nguyễn Ngọc Lan Quỳnh: Ty 'Time' Nguyen played her
first footy games at ICC and showed great promise!
Relatively new to the game, Ty has been a very consistent
trainer and will show no fear when attacking the football
on Saturday.
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Nguyen Thu Phuong: Phuong is coming down from Hanoi
where she has been a long-term member of the Hanoi
Celts. She'll add depth to our backline and look to use her
speed and agility to her advantage.

Nguyễn Thị Lan: Layla 'Ladies Veteran' Nguyen is one of
our most experienced players. She constantly
contributes to the club on and off the field and is a
ferocious tackler which is very important to our forward
line.

Olivia Maciaszek: Liv 'Most likely to apologise to her
opponent after tackling them' Maciaszek is another that
is playing their first game for us. She took approximately
30 seconds to learn how to kick a drop-punt and if she
continues that quick learning expect to see her amongst
our goalkickers!

Rebecca Williams: Beck 'Katie dragged me down to AFL'
Williams will play her first game for the Swans and comes
with a strong rugby background. Whilst she is new to
footy, she has shown great instincts and will be a very
competitive defender for us.
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Sarah Everard: Sarah 'WTF Ev I'm meant to be on holiday'
Everard is spending a couple of months in Vietnam… so
why not join the Swannies! I saw her pick up a footy and
instantly know how to kick it last week and I'm sure the
talent runs deep in this family.

Trần Thị Phượng: Phuong 'Can I please call you Fiona so
it's not confusing' Tran is another experienced girl from
the North. She is versatile and hungry for the ball and
constantly makes it difficult for her defender to get the
ball out of their backline. 

Tran Tuyet Van: Do not underestimate Van 'Size of a
scooter, fights like a van' Tran! While she may be one of
the smaller players on the field she more than makes for
it with her effort and positivity.
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We are thrilled to announce that our Hong Kong Dragons
women's team will travel to Vietnam to participate in the
ANZAC Friendship Weekend hosted by the Vietnam
Swans. It's an honour for us to be part of such a special
event and to play against such a fantastic club.

This year, we are proud to send both a men's and
women's team, unlike in 2023, when we only had a men's
team present during the tour to Vietnam. We owe this
feat to our strong AFLW leadership team, which leads
from the front, supports in every way possible, and
makes our new AFLW members feel welcomed from the
get-go.

After the challenging travel restrictions in Hong Kong due
to COVID-19, we're grateful to have this opportunity to
kick off the season with a trip to Vietnam. This tour allows
us to participate in the ANZAC Friendship Weekend,
making it even more significant. We look forward to
events both on and off the field, where we will remember
those service men and women who have served our
country in all conflicts, wars, and peacekeeping
operations, as well as those who sacrificed their lives in
our country's name.

WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL
Hong Kong Dragons
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As the name of the weekend suggests, we look forward to
strengthening our friendship with the Vietnam Swans
AFLW team. Making connections, creating memories, and
enjoying playing the great game we all love so much. 

We're looking forward to a competitive game against the
Vietnam Swans AFLW team, the reigning AFLW Asia
Champs Premiers. We know we will have to give it our all
to come out on top, but we're excited to show our skills
on the field and have a great time!

They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old: 
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn. 
At the going down of the sun and in the morning 
We will remember them.
The Ode of Remembrance 

Brianna Nation 
Hong Kong Dragons AFLW Leadership Team
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PLAYER PROFILES
Hong Kong Dragons - Women’s

Lucy Macfarlane: Captain for the Dragons, Works hard up
and down the ground with good running and gives great
motivation to the team when it's needed.

Avril “Av” Chow: Co-Vice captain for the Dragons, has a
wealth of experience, the team's Mrs Fixit can play in any
position.

Josie O’Reilly: Co-Vice captain for the Dragons, player
most likely to find at the bottom of a pack winning the
ball. Has won multiple BnFs at the Dragons as well as an
All-Asiatic. 

Brianna “Bri” Nation: Our tour manager! Will hopefully
be taking a break from the managing and kicking a bag on
the day!

Brenda Chan: Mid/Fwd player who brings a lot of
physicality to the team. Might lose her to the great
Vietnamese golf courses, though.

Celine Tomugdan: Midfield/winger, physical in and under
player, will be at the bottom of the pack with Josie or
tackling every one in sight.
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Chen “Yen” XiaoYen: Newcomer to the sport from
Guangzhou, very athletic and energetic, ready to run all
day and learn as she plays. 

Jacinta “Jax” Mallis: In the team to disarm the
opposition with her great chat. Not sure where she wants
to play but it's never where she is. Skilled kicker and
fierce competitor.

Jemma Guerrero: Forward line player known for her high
pressure in the forward line, will keep the half-backs for
Vietnam accountable.

Lydia “Lyds” Turman: Will run all day on the wing, great
leader, and will be one of the voices heard most of the
day.

Mei Mei “The Woolly Mammoth”: One of the big
improvers this year, super physical player who has a
knack for finding the goals. High energy player who will at
first scare the opposition. In competition for chat with
Jacinta.

Perla Pastor: Tackling machine! Most likely in defence,
with the occasional stints in the midfield.

Ruvy Mandate: Forward pocket another who has a knack
for the goals and doesn't stop running. Most likely doing
push-ups in between goals to keep her fitness up.
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Sienna Woodyard: Youngest in the team, has been a
great addition down back, physical, and smart player.

Coach & First Aid

Tom ‘Crumpy’ Crump: Coach Crump is on comeback trail
from an off-season injury and will have plenty of tactics
up his sleeve, just next to his sleeve tatt "hmu for
Codeine.

Sandie “Mother of Dragons” Gillespie: Sadly, won't be
playing due to an injury, but still one of the most
important to the team for everything she does off the
field, from first aid to cutting up oranges.
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After a great day of footy join us from 6:00pm at
Jaspas, Thao Dien (15 Tống Hữu Định, Thảo Điền)
for the McMillan Dinner and Middleton Address.

Tickets are 600k each and include buffet dinner & 3
hour free-flow (kids and non-drinking package
available).

Speak to a Vietnam Swans committee member at
the game to get your ticket!

POST-MATCH EVENT
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